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to be met by force, but will never be willingly resorted to, for
the essence of revolution is to bring in more freedom.
Revolutionary as he was5 Proudhon did not deny the utility
even of small piecemeal reforms. It is true indeed that he has
nothing but contempt for those people. Socialists and half-
Socialists, who thought themselves " advanced " because they
did not oppose piecemeal changes. " Everybody is dabbling
in Socialism just now—and what kind of Socialism, ye gods ! "
he exclaims in January 1862. "A little free trade, infant
welfare, hospitals,savings banks, soup-kitchens, workers' garden-
cities, unions of various kinds—the last not being bad in
themselves but solving nothing, for they can't really face the
problem of competition and monopoly. No, everything re-
mains to be done, and nothing will be done except according
to our principles and ideas." B\it while rejecting such minor
reforms, if looked upon as adequate in themselves, he opposed
with equal violence those who would reject reform on the
ground that any amelioration in the workers' lot would make
them satisfied with their lot and averse to bigger changes.
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There are no such things as minor reforms," he exclaims,
or minor economies or minor wrongs. The life of man is a
battle, that of society a perpetual reformation ; Let us therefore
reform and go on reforming unceasingly."1
But, however willing to welcome advance on the right road,
Proudhon will not rest satisfied with anything short of the
ultimate disappearance of the whole coercive apparatus of the
State (army, police, customs), with a parallel reorganizing of
real public utility services, such as education, trade, industry,
public works, finance, in which no idea of authority appears.2
How all this will be ultimately achieved is left somewhat
vague in Proudhon's earlier works. "Don't let us worry," he
wrote in 1850, "about organic ideas: negations will suffice:
freedom can be saved only by negations. By negation I mean
the abolition of all taxes, of central authority, with great in-
crease of local power. There lies the only way of escape from
Jacobinism and Communism." As time went on, however, his
ideas became more precise, and culminated in 1862 in a short
1 Theorie de flmpot.	2 j}e ia Revolution, p. 80.
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